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NOTIFICATIONS BY HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS EtC.,

ANDHRA PRADESH STATE D'SASTER RESPO/VSE
AND FIRE SERY'CES DEPARTMENT

I.

Notification to include Plunger PumPs, Flre Englne Pumps etc., to
Design "De-Centrallsed Flre Safety" Systems - Reg.
@@@@

basis of power conferred on Director General, Fire Seruices to issue
"No Objection Certlflcate" for Flre Satety,

l)The

As per Section 73 of A.P Fire Seruice Act,7999 Issue of

No
person
proposing
Abjection Certificate: .(1) Any
to construct a building of
more than 75 meters height for commercial/busrness purpose, lB meters and
above height for residential purpose, and buildings of public congregation like
schools, cinema halls, function halls, religious places, which are more than 500
Sq. Meter in plot area or 6 meters and above ln helght shall appty to the
Director General or any member of the service duly authorized by him in this
behalf, before submission of such building plans to the authority or officer
competent to approve the same under the relevant law, for the time being in
force, for a no objection certificate along with such fee as may be prescribed,

tll
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The Director General or any member

of the service duly authorized by him
in this behalf, shall within sixty days of receipt of such application, on being
*Satisfied" about the provision of fire prevention
and safety measures as

stlpulated in the [National Buildlng code Guidelines, as amended from time to
timel or any other law for the time being in force regulating such purpose or
activity, shall issue a no objection ceftificate with such conditions as may be
considered necessary and if not so satisfied, reject the same for reasons to be
recorded ln wrltlng.

2) The purpose of this notification,
The purpose is to define or elaborate the word -satisfied- to include
"Decentralized fire safety" system using plunger pumps, Fire Engine pumps as
an alternative to conventional "centralized Down comer/wetriser, system in al!

types

of structures/occupancies, However, the choice is teft to

managements,

3)

the

Ihe nature of the National Building Code of Indiat

The National Building Code of India(NBC), promulgated by the Bureau of
Indian Standards, is a comprehensive Building Code containing guidelines for
regulating building construction activities across the country, Relevant
paragraphs of the "Foreword" to the NBC are extracted hereunder:

"The Code contains regulations which can be immediately adopted or
enaded for use by various departments, municipal administrations and public
bodies. It lays down a set of minimum provisions designed to protect the safety
of the public with regard to structural sufficiency, fire hazards and health
aspects of buildings; so long as trese basic requirements are met, the choice of
materials and methods of design and construction are left to the ingenuity of the
bulldlng professlon

a

The provisions

ls.

of this Code are intended to serve as a model for adoption

by local bodies, Public Works Departments and other government construction
departments, and other construdion agencies, Existing PWD codes, municipal
byelaws and other regulatory media could either be replaced by the National
Building Code of India or suitably modified to cater to local requirements in
accordance with the provisions of the code. Any difficulties encountered in
adoption of the Code could be brought to the notice of the National Building
Code Sedional Committee for corrective action"'
From the above, it is evident that NBC does not have the force of law and
is not statutory in nature. It serues as a Model Code for adoption by all
agencies involved in the building construction works.
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4)ThelntentorobiectlvesbehtndPart.4ofNatlonalBulldlngCode
which deats with "Fire and Life Safety":

An extract from the Foreword to Part 4 of the NBC:
"Absolute safety from fire is not attainable in practlce. The obiective of this
paft is to specify measures that witl provide that degree of safety from fire

whlch can be reasonably achieved. The code endeavorc to avoid
requirements that might involve unreasonable hardshlps or
unnecessary inconvenlence or lnterference wlth normal use and
occupancy of buitdings but insists upon compliance with minimum standards
offire safety necessary for buitding occupants and users''
S) power conferred on Director General of Fire Services to remove
practical difficutties and to prcscribe modern technologies for designing
fire safetY sYstems:
Yes, there is,

The,satisfaction' in 13(2) can be defined to include cost effective,
Modern Fire Fighting Equipment that is equivalent or better in effectiveness of
dousing fires than the existing conventional Fire Equipment'
As per clause 5,1 Part Il of N8C,2016 : the provisions of the Code are
b)
ntot intended to prevent the use of any material or method of design or
construction not specifically prescribed by the code, provlded any such

a)

alternative has been aPProved,

As per clause 5.2 Part II of N8C,2016 : The Authority ( Diredor
General of Fire Services) may approve any such alternative provided it is found
that the proposed alternative is satisfactory and conforms to the provisions of
relevant parts regarding material, design and construction and that material,
method, or work offered is, for the purpose lntended, at least eguivalent to that
prescribed in the code in quality, strength, compatibility' effectiveness, fire and
water resistance, durabilitY and safety,

c)

In addition, National Building Code Guidelines, give explicit powers to
the Director General of Fire SeNices to remove hardships and practical
difficulties in implementing provisions of National Building Code.
As per Clause 3.4.2 of Part-IV of N8C,2016: Exceptions and deviations
to the general provisions of requirements of lndivldual occupancies are given as
applicable to each Wpe of occupancy in 6.1 to 6,9, In case of practical difficulty

or to avold unnecessary hardship, withaut sacrificing reasonable safety, local
head, fire seruices (Director General, Fire Services) may consider exemptions
from the Code,

6) The Conventional Fire Fighting System..
(a) Conventional system is designed to have 3,5k9/cmz water pressure in
downcomer/wet riser pipe. This pipe is run across all parts of the
building/structure and hose reels are kept @ each floor of the buitding so that we can
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get a water Jet @3.5k9/cmz pressure ln case of fire accident. This pressure
is accessed
by manually attachlng hose reer to the downcomer / wet riser by any person happens
to be present in the building on fire. To do it properly, all occupants of the building
are
expected to undergo training about using the hose reel, fixing
to downcomer /wet riser
system. This system is designed to have various revers of discharge
of water ranging
from 180 L.P.M to 900 Liters per Minute.

(b)

To maintain this pressure of j.Skg/cm2

in Down Comer/Wet riser
pipelines, a pump house having combination of i) Jockey pump of min.lO H.p ii)
Booster Pump of min.1o H.p iii) Etectrical Main pump of min,40 H.p and iv)
Diesel standby Pump of of min.40 H.p capacity
being installed at the
basement/Ground Floor of every buitding. These machines need to kept on
always "Auto Mode" or "Live Mode" so that in case of any pressure of water

is

reducing below j.Skg/cmz in Down comer/Wet Riser pipeline, the above
mentioned pumps automatically sta rt functioning to maintain the water pressure

in theplpellne.
This maintenance of water pressure is to be done even when normal electrical
power to the building is switched off, because we don't know when the fire
accident breaks out. In addition, the standard advice/precaution is to switch off
main electrical power to the building in case of any fire accident. Therefore, the
system of pumps/machines are designed to work continuously (i.e., 24/7 and
365 days non-Stop) so that we can access water jet of 3.5 kg/cmz through a
hose pipe as and when fire accident happens. This is in short description of
"Conve nti o na I Ce n tra I ized Fi re F ig hti ng Syste m'
This is the only solution being used or prescribed to meet the satisfaction of
Director General, Fire Sevices as noted in Section 13(2) of A.P Fire Service
Act,1999.
As such, this Conventional system is being installed to satisfy the
requirements of issuing NOC in all types of buildings ranging from schools,
Hospitals, Multistoried buildings, Malls, Office Towers, Star Hotels, Green
Industries and even in Chemical factories.
It is like "Wielding a hammer and assuming that all fire situations/
problems are like nails which can be solved by single sotution of using
hammer".

7)tihe practical difficulties /hardships in using conventional Fire Fighting
System.'
Using the conventional system in ail types of buildings has resulted in following
hardships and pradicat problems. Let us examine the following fire accidents
that happened wherein the conventional system failed in its basic purpose.
i).Wal-Mart India Pvt Ltd,, Viiayawada: The Wal'Maft building is a
wholesale shopping mall constructed as a single block in a total extent of
approx.S acres of land with around 6,000 sq.Mtrs built-up area in prime area of
the city, The building was equipped with conventional Fire Fighting equipment
as per National Building code of India like Automatic sprinkler system,
Automatic Detection & Atarm system, Yard Hydrant & wet Riser system,
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on 1o'07.2016, early hours, a fire accident happened, and the entire mall
& material turned into ashes. Though the conventional automatic sprinkler
system was installed and but not in working condition, as management,,turned
off'water due to leakages from pipelines and such leakages can spoil the goods
stored in the mall, Therefore, the conventional system is not appropriate to this
application,

ii),

sri Kanya sneha complex consisting of three theatre

screens

is

tocated

at Gajuwaka visakhapatnam. The theatre complex was refurbished in the year
2013 with all facilities,

on 77 september 2018 in the early hours, a fire accident happened, At the
time of incident, the automatic sprlnkler system, water pump house and
detection system were kept on "switched off''mode and hence the system
did
not respond to the fire in the incipient stage. Thls is done to prevent leakages
from fire plpes whlch got corroded due to coastal environmeni. This shows
that
the conventional system is not technically suitable to coastal areas.

iil),swarna Palace, vijayawada was running as a hotel occupancy since 20
years, which is three star category hotel. Due to coron4 the
hotel was
temporarily converted as covid hospital in the first wave, The
hotet was
provlded with all the conventional firefighting equipment
like the wet Rrserl
sprinklerb system, Terrace pump and rerrace water Tank.
no fire incident occurred in the hotel.

an

In

the tast 20 years,

gth

August 2o2o at 4:50 AM, fire accident happened near erectricar
panel board and the reception staff noticed the fire
and'iried to extinguisn tne
fire with the avairabre hase reer systemt but the piperines
are not chaiged with
water and hence they courd not douse the fire, consequenily,
the nie ipreaa o
the first floor and second floor, and the smoke engulfed
into the entire building,
The inmates in the buitding who tried to rush out due
to panic
the toxic smoke and about 10 pattents died due to were affected by
suffocation. The
management of the buirding ctosed the water varve
that is meant for cnarging
the sprinkler system and "down comer'system
as the pipes weru tui*tng are to

corrosion,

iv)'RAK ceramics private Limited is nAE-based
company manufacturing
various ceramics like tibs, sanitary ware,
tableware commodities

washbasins. The industry,is rocated niar
eeaiapuram
with an extent of hundred acres.

in

and

East Godavari district
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It is a low hazard industry but

installed the conventional eguipment like
Hose reel, Wet Riser, Hydrant system and pump house,

on 7 November 2018 at 1r:30 AM fire mishap occurred near engineering
store and maintenance room due to spark while wetding work was going on, The
fire then rapidly spread to the tite store area where all the staff are available at

fhe srte and noticed the fire within time and tried to use hose reel and yard
hydrant, however, the pumps were not kept in working condition and hence the
whole system failed leading to huge loss of property worth Rs.30 crores. It
shows that the conventional system is very fragile and requires lot of
maintenance with qualified technical staff.

v) Azico Biophore

Pharmaceutical Industry, Visakhapatnam: The

pharma firm caught fire in 2016. The Industry is situated near sea coast. The
management has provided all conventional Fire Fighting Equipment. However,
due to corrosion of MS Pipes, the Fire Pipe Lines was damaged and structurally
weakened. It was noticed that, the MS Pipes got rusted very early before
the specified lifetime. As, replacement was not done leading to huge loss of
propefi as the conventional system failed in its basic purpose. This shows that
there is a need for corrosion proof system in coastal areas.

vi).Cold Storage Fires: On Observation of Cold Storages Fires in Guntur
Distrid,

it

was found that once the cold storage catches fire

it would result in

complete burning of stored material and even the entire structure collapses
even though the Conventional Fire Fighting System in good working condition
due to the difficult and inaccessible nature of entry into the cold storage
building. Further, the provision of sprinkler system may result in damage
of the stored material. (red chilies) in case of any leakage. This shows
that conventional system is not suitable to cold storages.

vii). Ware Houses and processing units in Pharma/Chemical Industriest
The provision of
due to presence

sprinkler system in Pharma/Chemical industries is not advisable
of water reactive chemicals stored/processed in such industries.
Any water leakage incident in such plants may lead to disastrous consequences,
which pose the real danger than any fire accident. Especially in Drug
Formulation llnits, the water in sprinkler/Down Comer System can
toster microbial growth. Hence, the sprinkler system is not advisable in
such pla nts/ industries.
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E) A better way ot nawng watet,et at s.sKglcm. pressure (as per
taDte_
part-IV
7

of NBC,2Al6Guidelines):

Yes, there is. we can design a decentratized system that
can produce 3.5
kg/cmz or even 70 times higher pressure using ,' prunger pump[,and ,,p17s
Engine Pump'.
The new prunger pumps can generate
times more water pressure at a
press of a button in case of any fire accident.
These pumps do'noi need the
pump house and it's associated complex machinery.
can'be simptly connected
to normar existing pru\! rines of any buirding and therefore
aoesi,t need any
dedicated down comer/wet Riser piperines, iherefore,
this system is corrosion
proof.

fi

It

Wherever', Fire Load, is expected to be very high/
Highly hazardous, Fire
Engine Pump can be used in design of Fire safety
eiuipment in this
Decentrarized system in ptace of centratized fragire
conventionat sysiem,

9) The types of decentralized pumps like plunger/Fire
Engine pumps:

(a)

prunger pumps are avairabre
from 2 Hp to 16 Hp and can be drrven
by
corresponding 2 Hp to 16 Hp petrot engine or
electrical motors,
These pumps can be fixed in to a mobire
frame and can be carried
from building to buirding or floor to ftoor just
like a " sur.tcase on wheers. as
they don't weigh more than ISKG.
Fire Engtne pumps of Centrifugal and exhaust
ejector pumps.
Atl the above pumps are ISI certified ind widety
avaitaire in tiu

(b)

(c)

iZri"t.

7O) The Decentralized pumps like ptunger/Fire
Engine pump designed:
The prunger pump system is designed
to piauce'iat[rireriure or so
kg/cm2 to 200 kg/cmz an.d water dischargis
ii ts to B0 riters per minute. These
pumps discharge water both in the fori
of mist and jet. oui io higr.t_pressure,
these pumps can throw water from
15 feet to 30 feet.
The fire engine pump ts designed
to produce water discharge ranging
1g0
to 20,000 Liters per ninyt:' The design
of'waler pressure shourd be customized
by increasing water head based on
rcaa ,equirements in the buirding,

rii

This system requires less water storage
in buildintgl, enables
firefighting from a distance and more
uaiiirt ctue to high water pressure and

ability to generate,mist,,
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11)

Working principlet
Water mist system is a fire protection systemt which uses very fine water
sprays (i,e., water mist). The small water droplets allow the water mist to
control, suppress, or extinguish fires by cooling both the flame and
surrounding gases by evaporatian, displacing oxygen by evaporation.

Water mist

-

When water mist is used, it generates several other extinguishing
effecfs that destroy the conditions necessary for fires to burn, and/or
which can result in neutralizing the adual combustion.

7,Heat extraction:
The large water surface formed by the small droplets creates the conditions
for an optimal exchange of energy between the water mist and the surrounding
area. When the water droplets come into contact with the fire, they extract the
heat until they evaporate. Of all known extinguishing materials, water has the
highest evaporation enthalpy (2442 J / g).

2,

Inerting effect;

The water mist is drawn into the fire by the air, where due to the high heatt it
quickly evaporates, Due to the enormous increase in the volume of the water
droplets as they evaparate, the oxygen is displaced at the source of the fire,
and the fire is extinguished.

Additional positive side effects are the precipitation of gas, the leaching of
smoke and gas, the increased safety for fire crews and personnel (because
water mist lowers temperatures faster than any other medium, neutralizes the
effect of smoke and cools down the objects).

72)

Effectiveness of water mist in fighting firest

Water mist has a central advantage over the conventianal water jet, in that the
mist can penetrate everywhere and thus coal and extinguish very efficiently,
The advantage of such smaller droplets is that they create a larger water
surface and can therefore, form a larger surface area to transport heat, The fine
mist also has a lower sedimentation speed and can envelop the burning object.
It can often even reach into hidden sources of fire that cannot be reached with
traditional hoses.
The water mist allows more heat to be extracted from the source of the fire and
the cooling effect has a very positive direct impact on the amblent temperature.
Water mist also quickly binds and preclpitates smoke and particles of soot.
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73)

The decentralized system using Plunger Pumps, Fire Engine
Pumps etc,, help to resolve the practical problems/Hardships
highlighted in para.7:
Yes.

It

does.

In Fire Fighting, the most important thing for effective fire control is to use
water at high pressure and minimize the discharge so that we do not exhaust
water quickly. High pressure enables us to spray water in mist form, which is
highly effective in controlling fires.

Exactly the plunger /Fire Engine pump is having such features,

In the case of

Walmart Indla Prlvate Limited Fire incident at
Vijayawada, the sprinkler system was not activated and that has affected the
other fire protection systems, which failed due to system complexity in

1)

conventional system.

Altematively, if the plunger pump was ln place, the staff could have used it
immediately after noticing the fire and control it at the incipient stage only. The
Plunger pump is flexible and easy to operate and can be put into operation at
each floor thereby making firefighting very effective in controlling the fire at
initial stage itself. Thereby, such a huge loss of property could have been
avolded.

2)

rn the case of sri Kanya theatre fire accident at visakhapatnam, the

conventional fire fighting system components like sprinkter Line & Hydrant Line
were cut off from water and Detection system was switched off and pump
house was not in 'auto mode', Therefore, all fire safety systems were ineffective
and the fire could not be controlled by the conventional system.
If we use Plunger pump system, after noticing the fire, it woutd have controlled
the fire quickly with less quantity of water by Mist as
covers more surface
area in fire when compared to water jet of conventional system,

it

3) rn swarna palace fire accident and RAK ceramic incident, the

management noticed the fire and tried to douse with the available conventional
Firetighting equipment but due to non-avairabirity of water in the piperines,
as
the pumps were in working condition, the fire spread to the
entire o'uitding.
In those situations, if the New prunger pumps are avairable at the
site, the
maintenance staff themserves operate the pumps easily
to extinguish the fire at

incipient stage, as each ptunger pump is independent,
Given that these are
multiple pumps in any factory, failure of any one pump
wouldn,t have hamperec!
firefighting efforts,

l0
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4) In Azico Biophore Pharmaceuticat fndustry fire accident, the MS

pipeline used in wet riser system got rusted and small holes formed due to close
proximity of industry to the sea coast, and the charged water was not effective,
as it could not reach the fire spot with required pressure due to leakages in the
pipe,
The new technolagy Pumps like plunger or fire engine pumps are made of noncorrosive steel material and the suction/delivery of water is also through
plumbing pipeline made up of plastic, which never gets rusted and very effective
during fire. These pumps are more resilient and resist corrosion, hence effective
for firefighting.

14)

Comparison of Centralized system with Decentralized system
using plunger pumpst
(a) Cost Effectiyeness; The Decentralized system using New plunger
Pumps costs about 20o/o of the cost of installation of the conventional Fire
Fighting Systems.

(b)

of Operation:

to operate and does
not require technical training whereas Conventional Fire Fighting System
Ease

The Plunger Pumps are easy

requlres technically trained persons for operation.
These New Plunger Pump systems can also be useful in day-to-day activity such
as Floor Cleaning, Wash Room Cleaning and Gardening etc. This day to day
familiarity with new system, leads to better maintenance and "ease of use' in
time of Fire Accident, which is a high stress event causing panic. Due to
everyday use, people will not be afraid to use in case of fire. The conventional
equipment is coloured redt can't be used for other purposes and designed to be
used with trained persons only ln case of fire accident.

As the Fire Accidents are low frequency events or happen rarely(less than once
in 10 yearc), exclusive usage led to poar maintenance of the installed
eguipment.

In fact, in the recent maior fire incident at Swarna Palace, Viiayawada in

which 70 people lost their lives, the conventional system didn't fundion at all
due to poor maintenance,
pump
This malfunctioning an be clearly avoided in the Decentralized plunger
based system as it @n be regularly used for maintenance purposes'

ll
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(c)

Maintenance: The maintenance cost to replace the pafts and
peipherals in conventional Firefighting system is high and takes time but where
as ln the Decentralized system, the maintenance cost is low and doesn,t
requi red q ua lified eng i nee rs.

(d)

Resilience: In case of Fire emergency/incidents at adjacent/nearby
Buildings/Blocks, a mobile fuel plunger pump of s or 16H.p, is flextbte to be
shared from neighborhood buildings in the area due to its mobility. In addlilon,
it enables easy sharing of water from neighboring premises, if any additionat
requirement of water is required, whereas, the conventional system is not
mobile as it is rigidly fixed to the buildings and can,t be shared,

(e)

system comprexity: In conventionar Frre Fighting systems, two or
pumps
more
were interconnected with various peripherals. In such complex
system, if any component fails the whole system become futile. Decentralized
plunger pump system, the pumps are independent units and can be
mobile, so,
even lf some of them fail, other pumps can be used to douse fires as any
building has multiple pumps.

(f

corrosion: The conventional Fire Fighting components were manufactured
with MS (Mild steel) it leads to the corrosion due to the hardness of water
and
the atmospheric conditions, where the system is charged with water under
the
pressure of i'5 Kg/cm2 alr the time. Further it wiil lead
to leakage in various
components thereby sometimes the input varves were shut off
manuaily, In
such cases, during any fire emergency the conventronal system
cannot be
operated instantly,

The Decentrarized system using prunger pumps
materials. Hence, the above problems dont occur.

is made with non-corrosive

(g) Discharge water and pressure:

The pumps in the conventionar Fire
Fighting systems were 450/900/1620/2250/2g50 LpM (Liters per
minute) water
discharge with a singte impeller, but the water pressure
is 3,5 kg/cmz .So the
volume of water discharge is very high but pressure
is low. Hence can
discharge water onry in Jet form, thus requires rarge
storage of water.
But in the Decentralized s!:tem using plunger pumps,
the volume of water
discharge is row (20 LpM.to Bo LpM). niievei
the pressure of wattiid-ischarge
is very high ( a0 Kg/cm2 to 120 kg/cm2) whici
can generate mist which is very
effedive in dousing fires, thus requires iess storage
of water.

it

t2

In
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case more water discharge is required for any apptication

, then more than
pump
one
(16 HP) can be installed. It further enhances reliability and is stitt
very affordable as it costs /ess than 20o/o of Conventional system.
In Decentralised system, for very high fire toad apptications, fire engine pump
can be included that can produce water discharge ranging 1Bo to 20,ooo Lltres
per minute.

(h) Power consumption:

This pressure of water is maintained 24/7, 36s days
so that water is available @3.5kg/cm2 pressure when any fire accident happens.
For maintaining such pressure, lot of technical equipments such as Etectricat
Pump, Diesel Pump and Jockey pumps etc,, are instailed. They need to be ,ON'
all the time and hence this centralized system consumes power every hour,
whether there is accident or not.
Whereas, plunger pumps generates 40kg/cm2 and upto 200 kg/cm2 water
pressure whenever required. There is no need to operate the pumps Z4/7 and
j65 days but they can be made operational when any fire accident breaks out
instantaneously. Therefore, there is no wastage of power continuously in this
system.

(I)

Availability:
Various plunger pumps with ISI mark are available in the market from 0.5 Hp
capacity to 200 Hp respectively. Indian Companies like Greentech, Kisan, Ultra
Jet, Pressure Jet and Ambica Tools are the leading manufacturers of these
Plunger Pumps.
These plunger pumps are same as the mist generating pumps which are widely
employed in Indian Railways in the cleaning of coaches, Tracks, Wash room and
Platforms etc.,and also used in Hydro Jetting, Hydro Blasting, High pressure
Cleaners, Hydro static testing, Sewer Cleaning, Drain Jetty pumps and Wet sand
blasting. Therefore, they are widely available and affordable,

(il)

Fire Engine Pumps:

The Fire Engine pumps manufactured by leading companies like Wadia, Firex,
Fireply, kirloskar, Grandfos and godiva , which are ISI certified pumps and
widely available in the market. Different water discharge capacities of pumps
ranging from 180 to 20,000 LPM are available. Most of the Fire Engines in India
are mounted with these pumps onlY.
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75)

l3

Experts:

The following experts have tested the plunger pumps and Decentrallzed
system,

Sl.No,

Name
Prof.

,

iii.
,V.

K.N,Satyanarayana
Sri P,C.Ramesh Kumar
Prof, S, Srinivasa
Prasad
Prof, Manas Kumar Pal

Prof. N. Venkata
Sri D, Seshi Reddy

Name of the Unlversity

Quallfication

IIT, Tirupati

PhD Civil
Engineering
M,Tech, LLB
PhD Mechanical
Engineering
PhD Mechanical
Engineerinq
PhD Mechanical

R&BChietEngii eer
V,R. Siddartha Engineering

VIT

-

college
AP Campus

SRM University

KL University

_Engineering

M Tech, EEE

They have opined that the "Decentralized system'is better than conventional
"Centralized system'

fq

In view of the circumstances as explained above and in accordance
with section 73(2) of AP Fire Seruice Actrr999, the Director General, Fire
servlces clarifies that the word 'satisfaction' includes Decentratized fire
safety sptem using Plunger pumps, Fire Engine pumps as an alternative to
conventional Down Comer / Wetriser system in all types of structures
Occupancies. However, the choice is left to the managements,
PRATAP MADIREDDY,
Director General,
AP Sfafe Dr.sasfer Response
and Fire Serylces.

/

